
  Bianca Gaither:have we started? 

  Robert Berry:Not yet  at 7 PM 

  Christi Edwards:I do not hear the music.  

  Kristin Keith:Where is everyone from? 

  Mary Whiteside:are you hearing music?  i am not. 

  Christi Edwards:Locust NC 

  Claire Greer:North Carolina 

  Kristin Keith:Christi run audio setup wizard.  Instructions on screen 

  Kristin Keith:Mary, run audio setup wizard 

  Jill Bergee:Lawrence, Kansas 

  Celia Higginbotham:Euless, Texas 

  Hayley Conn:I am from Richey, MT  

  Jane Gaun:Flagstaff, AZ 

  Bianca Gaither:I’m central time. thanks. I’m on the app now do we do sound through that? 

  Erin Ebbing:Wilmington, NC 

  Susan Bouselli:hello 

  David Brancamp:Hi from Carson City, Nevada! 

  Jennifer Laubenthal:Richmond, Va 

  Jenny Cunningham:Seattle, WA 

  Bianca Gaither:Birmingham, AL 

  Robin Fowler:Franklin, KY 

  Leah Carson 2:South Brunswick, NJ 

  Mary Whiteside:Iwakuni, Japan 

  Hannah Pease:Providence, RI 

  Susan Bouselli:from wallenpaupack, pa  

  Kristen Korek:gilford, nah 

  Patricia Rogers:Gilroy, California 

  Julie Donnelly:Danvers, Ma 

  Patrick Kosal:hello from Mooresville, NC 

  Laurie Eyre:Laurie Eyre: Fairfield, Iowa 

  Julie McNamara:Berkeley, CA 

  Bianca Gaither:any advice for sound on the app? 

  Kelly Myers:Mocksville, NC 



  Ruth Estabrook:Brunswick, Maine 

  Steven Mijajlovic:Madison, Wisconsin 

  Jean Rowley:Greetings from Huntington Beach CA 

  Amy Youngblood:Hello from Nixa, MO 

  Julie Holmes:oshkosh, wi 

  Stacie Kyhn:Hello from Apache Junction AZ 

  Laura Moffitt:Wilmington NC 

  Debra Troutman:Deb Troutman Fayetteville, GA 

  Patty Grigg:Patty Grigg:  Lawndale, NC 

  Julia Feinstein:julia from new jersey 

  Joyce Price:Joyce Price Wilmington NC 

  Katlin Macari:Detroit, MI 

  Brenda Meskunas:Good evening from Fredericksburg, VA 

  Sara Curran:Oswego, Illinois 

  Lindsey Henderson:Hello from Salt Lake City, UT 

  Alison Hernandez:Tucson ,Arizona 

  Cara Wolford:kannapolis, NC 

  Heather Lowery:Wilmington, NC 

  Susan Bouselli:I did not get a poll 

  Angie Jurczak:Wilmington NC 

  Bianca Gaither:is sound happening? 

  Bethany Cybak:Dublin, Ohio 

  Angie Jurczak:10 years  

  Linda Higashi:more than 15 years 

  Linda Higashi:not yet 

  Angie Jurczak:yes 

  Nolan Tomboulian:Nolan Tomboulian, New Bern, NC 

  Susan Bouselli:6th grade learning support 16 yrs 

  Susan Bouselli:not yet 

  Tina Mott:Hello from Anacortes, WA 

  Patricia Rogers:Sound man?? 

  Bianca Gaither:elementary math and science specialist for our district 

  Claire Greer:Is there close captioning? 



  Stacy Wozny:Stacy Wozny Math Content Coach Mooresville, NC 

  Kristin Keith:Yes, there is sound!  Use the audio set up wizard in the upper left corner 

  Toni Galassini:Toni Chicago 

  Stephanie Watts:Stephanie Watts Wilmington, NC 

  Donna Donnell:Donna Exeter NH 

  Kristin Keith:Meeting>Audio Setup Wizard 

  Amanda Horton:Amanda Horton, elementary curriculum coach Stanly County, NC 

  Kristin Keith:No closed captioning 

  Bianca Gaither:I’m on the app so I don’t see a wizard 

  Katie Kaylor:Katie Kaylor Marion NC 7th grade 

  Kristin Keith:Bianca, I've nevere used the app, let me see what I can find.... 

  Susan Bouselli:I am also on the app.  

  Mary Barber:mary barber  I think I solved it 

  Bianca Gaither:got it had to turn off Bluetooth  

  Elizabeth McMahon:Baltimore, Maryland 

  Claire Greer:Will the recorded version have a transcript? 

  Kristin Keith:ok, thank you! 

  Kristin Keith:Claire, no 

  Bianca Gaither:but now only see gray screen 

  Bianca Gaither::( 

  Claire Greer:Might be something you all think about in the future for those that are hearing impaired 

  Claire Greer:I can't understand him because of a hearing impairment so will log off 

  Kristin Keith:Claire, we have made accomodations in the past when requested.  Email me 
kkeith@nctm.org 

  Claire Greer:I will in the future. Thank you 

  David Jakstys:Kristin, I am here  David Jakstys 

  Cathy O'Connell:Cathy O'Connell, Wilmington NC 

  Debra Bullard:Debra Bullard, Sanford NC 

  Kristin Keith:Bianca, did you get it to work?  Mine opened correctly 

  Mary Barber:Mary Barber:  Morehead City, NC 

  Marie Smerigan:Marie Smerigan:  Oakland County, Michigan 

  Scott Geisler:Scott Geisler, Chicagoland! 

  Marie Smerigan:Hi Lea!! 
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  Elba Rushing:Colorado Springs 

  Patricia Rogers:All I'm hearing is the smacking of lips...thoughts on how to correct this? 

  Christine Cole:Wallingford, CT 

  Marie Smerigan:I missed the very beginning, will this power point be shared with us after? 

  Hayley Conn:Yes Marie, you will get a link to the recording tomorrow 

  Kristin Keith:Patricia, I'm not sure about that one... 

  Kristin Keith:maybe log out and log back in? 

  Marie Smerigan:Thanks!! 

  Bianca Gaither:will be able to have access to this after this session? 

  Marie Smerigan:Yes, you will get a link to the recording tomorrow 

  Patricia Rogers:I logged out and back in....now I hear about every 20th syllable. 

  Kit Luce:hello from Ontario, Canada 

  Kristin Keith:It sounds like a connection issue 

  Kristin Keith:what web browser are you using?  Google crome is most dependable 

  Patricia Rogers:I hope tomorrow's link will be better. 

  Patricia Rogers:I hope tomorrow's link will be better.Yes, using Chrome 

  Kristin Keith:hm, I'm not sure other than and interenet connection issue 

  Patricia Rogers:OK..thanks.  I'll just wait until tomorrow's release of the recoridng 

  Kristi Gettelman:Robert just referenced looking at the resources. Will there be a list of his resources at 
the end of the session, or are these limited to the citations on individual slides? 

  Kristi Gettelman:Great, thank you, Robert! 

  David Jakstys:Do you think kids in Title 1 schools want and need this structure? 

  Marie Smerigan:David:  I am not sure at first they would "want" this structure because they most likely 
will just want to know how to do it.  However, Jo Boaler's work shows the need of this type of structure 
for students who may have wholes in their learning or struggle with matematical ideas 

  Michelle MacLean 2:David, I wonder if we first offered the "you do " to teach usthe teacher what the 
student needs reather than give the students information by way of the "i do" that they may not  need.  
If we could focus on what the students need first before we teach them may better engage them in thier 
learning.  

  Nakisha Polite:David: How does the students being in Title I schools impact their desire for structure? 

  David Jakstys:You bet they can have holes, I guess thats why there is a need for differentiated 
instruction 

  Amy Youngblood:David I'm agree with Marie not sure about want... but yes they need it! It will take 
professional development for your teachers and it will take patience with the students to move towards 
this. 

  Bianca Gaither:yes yes and yes.  



  Michelle MacLean 2:I feel like what the students need is the routine.  

  Bianca Gaither:they have to know how to speak and defend their answers.  

  Susan Bouselli:at first the students will resist because they will be required to really think. my students 
would rather just do worksheets because they do not have to show any type of understanding.  

  David Jakstys:I was thinking for Title 1 schools and everywhere, the 7 learning styles should be 
adopted. 

  Scott Geisler:yes, and this approach basically bakes in formative assessments ongoing. Natural 
feedback loop! 

  Bianca Gaither:three act tasks is great for this  

  Michelle MacLean 2:Iniviting the students (all students) to think and construct  meaning invites student 
agency. 

  Amanda Horton:For NC teachers-this is the Launch part of your lesson for Launch, Explore, Discuss 

  David Jakstys:But Common Core requires analysis and sometimes dimensional analysis. 

  Scott Geisler: Notice and wonder is an awesome entry point to introducing ideas, generating questions. 
Use it always. 

  Marie Smerigan:Amanda, when you say "this is the launch", what do you mean by "this" 

  Amy Youngblood:David--if you teachers aren't currently using Number Talks...I would encourage you to 
start there.  It is a routine which has many resources you can access for free on the internet, including 
The Teaching Channel.   

  Hannah Pease:<3 Number Talks! 

  David Jakstys:thanks 

  Susan Bouselli:I always tell my students I want them to be problem solvers and set  problems up as 
challenges. they think they are not good at math so to them a challenge is motivating. 

  David Jakstys:This problem solving emphasis is what real world math is all about. 

  Nolan Tomboulian:I try to tell my life that I teach problem solving and math is a language and tools to 
model the physical into the abstract 

  David Jakstys:I have been asking 7-8 graders to whisper in their groups with success, is this too much to 
ask high school kids? 

  Jennifer Sauriol:HOw is see-think-wonder different than notice and wonder? 

  David Jakstys:Thanks 

  David Jakstys:I am seeing more independent kids who appreciate a quieter environment. 

  Alison Hernandez:i love WODB 

  Bianca Gaither:love which doesn’t belong 

  Nolan Tomboulian:I don't know David, - I have some students who cannot do anything without talking 
or interacting with others! They have a comment about everything! 

  Scott Geisler:wodb is super powerful 

  Kristi Gettelman:I appreciate all of the research you included to support your ideas. 



  Nolan Tomboulian:How do you get students to write the formula for every problem 

  Linda Machalaba:do you post the rountine language on the board? 

  Desirae Bellairs:I was very late getting home and missed the first half hour of the presentation - will 
there be access to a recording? 

  Susan Bouselli:yes, that you for the resources! 

  Susan Bouselli:thank 

  Marie Smerigan:Desirae, yes, we will get a link to the recording tomorrow 

  Boyd Blackburn:Your thoughts on "time-efficient" math teaching?  I find many "progressive" 
approaches to teaching math ignore that a discovery approach is very time-inefficient. 

  Melissa Madsen:I find sentence starters are great ways to help kids cut down on off task conversations 

  Amy Youngblood:I make anchor charts for the math lanuage and sentence stems to use. 

  Nolan Tomboulian:Yes vocabulary is posted butthye want to jump in and SOLVE IT without going 
through the steps. Pythagorean Theorem, SLOPE, Y=mx +B, et 

  Kristin Keith:Desirae, yes you will receive an email tomorrow with the url 

  Desirae Bellairs:Thank you! 

  David Jakstys:I am getting some advice to use "Socratic Approaches".  What do you think of using 
presentation software for visuals and inviting student participation? 

  Jane Gaun:it depends what you think a  good use of time in learning is.  The constant struggle of 
contnet over thinking skills. 

  Marie Smerigan:When you say in-efficient learning for inquiry based, although they may take more 
time, the pay off should be deeper understanding. 

  Erin Ebbing:Linda, I don't necessary post language on the board, but post our daily routines and 
expectations daily on clipboards I set at each grouped table.  I've found this is helpful to set expectations 
and routines for students to have autonomy and be resourceful with their learning. 

  Bianca Gaither:I use a lot from a book called High Yield Routines 

  Julie McNamara:Another good routine is "Tell Me All You Can." Stidents are asked ot tell all they can 
before beginning to solve and provide an exact an exact answer. 

  Kristi Gettelman:Technology can sometimes be a barrier, and other times a distraction. 

  Lan Bello:These are wonderful strategies but I worry about the time factor.  We are to cover so much 
material that we do not have enough time to allow students to explore and really figure things out in 
groups.  Any suggestions on how to implement these effectively (timewise)? 

  Boyd Blackburn:Marie - that's the theory but it seems to be a miniscule effect.  We nned to consider 
the opportuinty costs - think of all the other math we could explore if we taught something like the 
Pythagorean theorem in a more direct way instead of having the students discover it over several days. 

  Marie Smerigan:But when you "cover" it are they learning it?  As Robert just said, the payoff is in 
understanding. 

  Susan Bouselli:I think we need to get move away from getting the book completed.  



  Boyd Blackburn:Yes my students are learning it and they much prefer it when I directly teach them 

  Kristi Gettelman:I think the "3 Reads" strategy is a great one to support productive struggle and 
perseverance! 

  Bianca Gaither:exactly because the understanding helps them problem solve and then have their own 
knowledge bank to pull from to help solve other problems 

  Julie McNamara:The goal should be for students to be creators of knowledge, not receivers. 

  Susan Bouselli:I agree Julie! 

  Bianca Gaither:hearing the conversations tells you SOO much 

  Lan Bello:Thank you! 

  David Jakstys:good job 

  Julie McNamara:Thank you Robert and Kristin! 

  Amanda Horton:Thank you!   

  Celia Higginbotham:This has been wonderful!! 

  Hayley Conn:Thank you! 

  Elba Rushing:Thank you 

  Debra Bullard:Thank you! 

  Bianca Gaither:I’m in! 

  Amy Youngblood:Thank you!! 

  Tamara Parker:thank you! 

  Susan Bouselli:thank you! 

  Marie Smerigan:Thanks! 

  Boyd Blackburn:Thank you 

  Erin Ebbing:Thank you, Robert and Kristin. 

  Linda Machalaba:Thank you 

  Alison Hernandez:thank you! 

  Stephanie Burton:Thank you 

  Mary Barber:Thank you!  So much to implement and consider. 

  Bianca Gaither:what’s the twitter handle? 

  Jean Rowley:Thanks so much. 

  Julie Donnelly:Thank  you 

  Cathy O'Connell:Thank you! 

  Desirae Bellairs:Awesome! I was just wondering if the chat would be available too. Thank you so much! 

  Jenny Cunningham:Thanks! 

 


